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Summary 

Using a simple model, a formula is given for the radiation intensity from a multipole 
of any order. This' formula is extended to include polarization properties of quanta. 
As an example, a matrix element is calculated for multipole radiation of order four. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the theory of angular correlations, it is relatively simple to calculate 
matrix elements for transitions which involve the emission of heavy particles. 
Thus, in the case of a nucleus of total angular momentum J and component m, 
which disintegrates into two particles of spins 81 and 8 2 and relative orbital 
angular momentum L, the lighter particle proceeding in a direction specified 
by spherical polar coordinates (6, rp) in the usual way, the matrix element 
connecting transitions to a final state of spin S = I 8 1 + 8 2 I and component 
mS=mSl +mS2 is simply 

(Jm I HL I SmS)=!XLS' (LSJm I LSmLmS) • PLmL(COS 6)e-imL!fl/(27t)I • 

........... ......... (1) 

Here (LSJm I LSmLmS) is a transformation coefficient for vector addition, in 
the notation of Oondon and Shortley (1935); !XLS is a complex quantity taking 
account of (unknown) orbital and spin dependence of the matrix element. 
Theremaining term is y LmL*(6, rp), a normalized spherical harmonic of order L 
and mL=m-mS' consistent with the definition of an arbitrary phase in 
(LSJm I LSmLmS)' (The symbol * denotes complex conjugate.) Oontributions 
from different Sand ms values must be combined incoherently using equation (1). 

It is the purpose of this note to show that formulae similar to (1) can be 
used in the calculation of matrix elements fOF multipole radiation, assuming 

, as a model that a quantum is a " particle" of intrinsic spin one, and components 
+1, 0, and -1. With this assumption the intensity of a radiation process may 
be written down immediately, and a simple extension makes it possible to 
evaluate the polarization of the radiation field. A general formula for radiation 
intensity of a multipole has been given by Ling and Falkoff (1949) (see also 
Falkoff, Oolladay, and Sells 1952). In their method polarization effects do not 
appear automatically. Fierz (1949) has calculated multipole matrix elements 
for most cases of interest, while the straightforward calculation of matrix elements 
of field vectors has been carried out to multipole order 3 by French (1951), 
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using the method of Condon and Shortley (1935). The present model has the 
advantage of simplicity and of providing a formula completely explicit in its 
angular dependence. 

II. FORMULAE FOR MULTIPOLE RADIATION 

Consider a radiative transition of order L from a system described by 
(J, m) to a lower state (J', m'). Because of the nature of the el~ctromagnetic 
interaction, we may define the matrix element of the radiation field EL (cf. 
Ling and Falkoff 1949) as 

(Jm 1 EL 1 J'm')=J(J, J')(JLJ'm' 1 JLmm' -m)(Lm' -m 1 El 100) 
=f*(J', J)(J'LJm 1 J'Lm'm-rft')(Lm-m' 1 EL 100), 

(2) 
where J*(J', J) is unspecified but independent of m and mi. In the matrix 
element (Lm-m' I EL 1 00), the order of complexity is to cosL8, and therefore 
the model is not inconsistent in supposing that this represents the emission of a 
particle of spin one and orbital angular momentum L. The intensity of ,radiation 

1 (Lm-m' I EL 1 00) 12=1 (LM 1 EL 1 00)1 2 
is thus given as the sum of the squares of three terms. In the notation of 
equation (1) these are 

a=(LM 1 HL 1 11) =(LILM 1 LIM -1l)IXLlY LM- 1*(8, ~), } 
b=(LM I HL 11-1)=(LILM 1 LIM +1-1)IXLlY LM+1*(8, ~), 
c=(LM 1 HL 110) =(LILM 1 LIMO)IXLlY LM*(8, ~) . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (3) 

Using the known explicit forms of transformation coefficients given by Condon 
and Shortley (1935), we find 

I (LM 1 EL 100) 12=1 a 12+1 b 12+1 c 12 

=1 12 \(L+M)(L-M +1) I Y M-l (8 ) 12 
IXLl l 2L(L+l) L , ~ 

+ (L-M)(L+M +1) I Y M+l (8 m) 12 
2L(L+l) L , T 

+L(:~I)1 YLM(8,~) 12}, •••••••••••• (4) 

as given by Ling and Falkoff (1949). 
It might be objected that the model is not consistent with the fact that a 

quantum can have only two components of angular momentum about its 
direction of motion. This, however, is not necessarily true for the intrinsic 
spin of the quantum as defined here. The property of the total angular 
momentum L, that 

(LM 1 EL 1 00)(6=q:>=0)=0, unless M = ±1, 
is not violated by equation (4). 

In order to complete the method it is necessary to introduce polarization 
properties of the radiation field. We have found it possible to describe matrix 
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elements simply in terms of dipole field vectors. From a well-known property 
of spherical harmonics (Margenau and Murphy 1943) one may write 

1 a 12+1 b 12+1 c 12=\ a _ e-1ep+ ~el~12 +/ (~e-lep-~elep)cos a+c sin a /2. 
V2 V2 v'2 _ V2 . 

. . . . .• ... . . . . . .. (5) 

His therefore consistent with equation (4) to write the matrix element for 
electric multipole radiation as 

(LM 1 EL I-OO)el=J( :2 e-1ep+ ~2elep )-ik{ (:'2e- 1ep- ~2elep )cos a+c sin a} 

= :2(J-ik cos a)e-1ep+ ~2(J+ik cos a)e1ep 

+c( -itpo sin a). . ........................... (6) 

Here j and k are unit vectors in the direction in increasing a and tp respectively. 
Equation (6) is in agreement with the calculations of French. In it, the co
efficients of a, b, and c are field vectors for a magnetic dipole: for magnetic 
multipole radiation, it would bEl necessary to replace them by field vectors for 
an electric dipole. Otherwise, equation (6), in conjunction with equations 
(2) and (3), gives an explicit form for a radiation matrix element of order L. 

This method of sepa.rating orbital and intrinsic angular momenta is not 
unique. For instance, electri~ multipole radiation has been described (Bethe 
and Placzek 1937) as the emission of a particle of orbital angular momentum 
(L-l) with intrinsic electric dipole field vector. The present system, however, 
has the advantage that the coefficients a, b, and c are sufficient for calculation 
of intensity (equation (4» and polarization patterns (equation (6», independently 
of one another. 

As an example of the method, we shall calculate the matrix element 
(42 1 E,I OO)el for electric multipole radiation of order 4. From equation (3), 
with L=4, M =2, we find 

a=(1:8)'{3 sin a (7 cos3 a-3 cos a)}e-iep, 

b=(1:8r{-7 sin3 a cos a}e-3Iep, 

c=(1:8r{V2 sin2 a (7 cosl! 6-1)}e-2iCP. 

Neglecting the common numericalfactor (9/128)1, the coefficients of j and -ik are 

~e-Iep+~elep=~ sin a cos a (7 cosl! a-4)e-2iep } 
V2 v'2 v'2 ' 

(~e-Iep- ~elep) cos a+c sin a=~ (7cos2 6-1) sin ae-2iep 
V2 V2 . v'2 ' 

and equation (6) yields 

(42 I E,I OO)el = .~ {j. 4 sin a cos a (7 C~SB e -4) -ik. 2 sin a (7 cosB a -1)}e-2icp, 
v2 . 
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whence the intensity pattern is 

[ (421 E41 OO)el [2=2 sin2 6 (196 cos 6 6-175 cos4 6+50 cos2 6+1), 

in agreement with that calculated from equation (4). 

It should be pointed out that the expression (Jm 1 EL 1 J'm') introduced 
in equation (2) is only valid for" pure" multipole radiation of order L, defined 
such that its intensity pattern is the same as that of (LM 1 EL 1 00). This 
definition does not coincide with that given by Oondon and Shortley. Thus, 
for instance, in the case of octupole radiation, the matrix elements of the quantity 
rrr (French 1951) lead partly to a dipole pattern, which has been suppressed 
(French, personal communication, 1953). This means that a dipole pattern 
could appear mixed with an octupole pattern even in the absence of "pure" 
dipole radiation, and would have the same intensity dependence on quantum 
energy as the accompanying octupole pattern. 
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